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supervised learning) and no referen e model (as assumed
by the neural MRAC1 approa h [9℄) is assumed here.
When ontrolling dynami al systems - where temporal
dependen ies between ontrol input and system's output
play a entral role - one inevitably fa es the so- alled temporal redit assignment problem: whi h de ision(s) in a ontrol trial are responsible for the nal out ome - or, formulated from the viewpoint of learning: whi h de ision must
be hanged to what extent su h that the overall ontrol
goal is a hieved in a satisfa tory way? As shown in [3℄, [1℄,
problems of this kind of sequential de ision making an be
elegantly solved within the framework of dynami programkeywords: intelligent ontrol, reinfor ement learning, ming (DP). Using su h te hniques in learning systems to
ta kle hard-to-solve dynami optimization tasks in various
neural ontrol, te hni al pro ess ontrol
appli ation areas has re ently gained mu h interest [2℄, [7℄,
[6℄.
I. Introdu tion
Our work on entrates on developing on epts for a selfToday, there exits a large variety of ontroller design learning ontroller ar hite ture based on neural dynami
methods provided by lassi al analyti al ontrol theory. programming methods, where only the ontrol target must
The methods di er in the type of systems they are tai- be spe i ed by the designer [11℄, [14℄. The underlying oplored for - e.g. linear or nonlinear systems, systems with timization approa h guarantees a high quality of the nal
single input/ output or multiple inputs/ outputs - the type ontroller poli y whi h is an important point for a selfof input information they are using - e.g. state spa e ap- learning ontroller.
proa hes - and the expe ted properties of the losed-loop
The arti le is organized as follows: First, we will give
behaviour - e.g. robustness, optimality.
an introdu tion to the ideas of dynami programming and
With the up oming of new methods of ontroller design des ribe how it an be used in a learning system. We will
like fuzzy logi or neural networks, an additional aspe t of then des ribe two frameworks, that allow to formulate the
ontroller design has to be taken into a ount: the type and original ontrol problem as an optimization problem where
quality of a priori knowledge that is assumed by the respe - we espe ially onsider the assumed learning situation. Furtive design method [10℄. Basi ally three types of methods ther we explain the use of a neural network and derive a
an be distinguished: a) methods, that assume a priori on- learning rule for the weights. Some dis ussion about modeltrol knowledge (as fuzzy ontrol does) , b) methods, that free and model-based variants of the ontrol ar hite ture,
assume knowledge about system behaviour (as in onven- about exploration issues and the ontrol of sto hasti systional analyti al ontroller design), and nally ) methods, tems is given at the end of se tion II. Se tion III dis usses
that assume neither ontrol knowledge nor system knowl- an extension of the basi ar hite ture that allows to genedge in advan e.
erate arbitrary ontrol signals. Se tion IV is dedi ated to
Clearly, the last situation is the most hallenging for a the examination of the spe ial apabilities of the proposed
ontrol system - the designer only spe i es what goal has ontrol ar hite ture. In parti ular, to measure the quality
to be a hieved and the system must learn by itself how to of the learned ontrol behaviour, it is ompared to an anaful ll the requirements. Neural ontrol systems that are lyti ally designed ontrol law. Two further example tasks
able to learn ontrol when only a minimum of information fo us on the diÆ ult ontrol of a nonlinear hemi al rea is given - namely the goal to be a hieved - are the fo us of tor and the ontrol of a double inverted pendulum as an
this arti le. Note that in ontrast to other neural ontroller
1 Model referen e adaptive ontrol
methods no training examples (as assumed in the ase of
Abstra t |

The paper presents the on epts of a neural ontrol ar hite ture that is able to learn high quality ontrol behaviour in
te hni al pro ess ontrol from s rat h. As the input to the
learning system, only the ontrol target must be spe i ed.
In the rst part of the arti le, the underlying theoreti al
prin iples of dynami programming methods are explained
and their adaptation to the ontext of te hni al pro ess ontrol is des ribed. The se ond part dis usses the basi apabilities of the learning system on a typi al ben hmark problem, where a spe ial fo us lies on the quality of the a quired
ontrol law. The appli ation to a highly nonlinear hemi al
rea tor and to an instable multi output system shows the
ability of the proposed neural ontrol ar hite ture to learn
even diÆ ult ontrol strategies from s rat h.

example for a multi output system.
II. Learning

ontrol from s rat h

A. Formal problem des ription
In the following we onsider the ontrol of dynami al
systems that an be des ribed in a dis rete-time state spa e
notation

xt+1 = f (xt ; ut)
yt = g(xt )

(1)

Here, xt denotes the ve tor of state variables at time
step t, ut denotes the ve tor of ontrol signals and yt is the
ve tor of observed output signals of the plant. The fun tion f des ribes the dynami al behaviour, and g denotes
the output fun tion that omputes y out of urrent state
information.
The ontrol task is to nd an appropriate ontrol poli y

:X

7! U ; ut := (xt );

su h that after a ertain time t0 > 0, the output of the
plant yt equals a given target ve tor y target , su h that

jjyt ytargetjj < Æ; 8t > t0 :

(2)
Up to now, this is a typi al ontrol problem formulation
that is addressed by many design methods, of both lassial ontrol theory and alternative approa hes, as for example fuzzy ontrol. What makes a self-learning framework
very spe ial, is the assumed la k of both a priori knowledge
about system behaviour (as required by analyti al methods) and the la k of ontrol knowledge (as required to establish a fuzzy ontroller). Thus a self-learning ontroller
is hara terized by the fa t that
 system's equations f and g are unknown
 only the target value ytarget is given.
In the following we will show, how the ontrol problem
an be formulated as a dynami optimization problem that
an be e e tively solved by dynami programming methods.

B. Dynami Programming
Consider a dynami al system as de ned in equation 1.
The ontroller an make a ontrol de ision at dis rete time
steps t0 ; t1 ; : : :, where the di eren e between two steps is
alled the ontrol interval 4t . In ea h time step, immediate
osts rt arise, that may depend on both the urrent state
xt and the applied a tion ut, thus

r : (X ; U ) 7! <; rt := r(xt ; ut):
To evaluate the performan e of a ertain poli y  , we
now may onsider the summed osts that o ur during a
ontrol trial a umulated over a ertain period in time,
when the initial state of the system is x0 ,

J  (x

0 ) :=

N
X
t=0

rt =

N
X
t=0

r(xt ; (xt )):

(3)

The number of time steps N is alled the 'horizon' of
the problem. For the ontrol of te hni al pro esses we are
interested in the osts that o ur during a theoreti ally
in nite period of time. In parti ular, we are interested in an
optimal poli y   that results in the minimum a umulated
osts

J  (x0 ) := min
2

1
X
t=0

r(xt ; (xt )):

(4)

Note that by the summation of the immediate osts, the
omplete ontrol traje tory that results out of the appli ation of a ertain poli y  has to be onsidered for optimization. This makes the optimization problem a really hard
task: ontrol de isions with low immediate osts r(x; u)
may look advantageous rst, but due to the dynami al behaviour of the plant may have unfortunate onsequen es
in the future - whi h results in high overall osts. On the
other hand an 'expensive' de ision may result in a fortunate situation, where the future osts to be expe ted are
very low.
Problems of the above kind an be solved by dynami
programming methods. These methods have in ommon
to be based on the 'prin iple of optimality' rst formulated
by Bellman [4℄. It states that

J  (x) = min fr(x; u) + J  (f (x; u));
(5)
u2U (x)
meaning, that the optimal solution for state x is equal to

the sum of immediate osts plus the optimal osts for the
su essor state, if the (lo ally) optimal a tion u is applied.
The value iteration method whi h is based on the above
dynami programming prin iple is of spe ial interest for the
appli ation within a self-learning ontroller. The underlying idea is to approximate the optimal a umulated ost
fun tion J  by repeatedly improving estimates for the optimal osts for ea h state J0 ; J1 ; : : : ; Jk : : :. The iteration
formula to ompute Jk+1 out of Jk is dire tly motivated
from the prin iple of optimality (eq. 5):

8x 2 X : Jk+1 (x) := min
fr(x; u) + Jk (f (x; u))g:
u

(6)

In the above equation the iteration is repeatedly arried out for ea h state in state spa e X until Jk onverges
against the optimal ost fun tion. This impli itly assumes
a nite state spa e. To ta kle problems with an in nite
number of states - for example if the state variables an
take ontinuous values - the original pro edure must be
modi ed. This is dis ussed in se tion II-C.
Under ertain assumptions whi h are dis ussed in se tion II-D onvergen e of the value iteration method an be
proved, i.e.

limk!1 Jk = J  :
Typi ally, one is not only interested in determining the
optimal osts for ea h state but moreover to nd the a ording optimal poli y. It an be shown [5℄ that on e the

optimal ost fun tion has been determined, an optimal poli y   an be easily derived:

 (x) := arg min fr(x; u) + J  (f (x; u)):g
(7)
u2U (x)
The optimal poli y sele ts the a tion u that minimizes
the sum of immediate osts r(x; u) and a umulated future
osts J  that will o ur, when this a tion is applied.

osts, the poli y of the ontroller also improves. The basi learning algorithm thus realizes a sort of 'learning from
experien e'.
What we have to assure, is that the assumptions for the
onvergen e of the value iteration pro edure are ful lled.
As we will see in the following se tion, there are two di erent kinds of frameworks whi h will lead to di erent variations of the basi learning algorithm.

C. Value Iteration and Learning

D. Conditions of onvergen e

The implementation of the value iteration formula (eq.
6) assumes a nite number of states - whi h is typi ally not
ful lled for a real physi al system. A solution of this problem is provided by the Real Time Dynami Programming
(RTDP) approa h proposed in [1℄. Roughly, the idea is to
ontrol the system with the urrent knowledge available represented by the urrent estimation for the ost fun tion
Jk - and to apply the value iteration formula only to those
states, that a tually o ur during a ontrol trial. To do so,
the iteration rule 6 is split into three parts:

 sele t an a tion ut

ut = arg minfr(xt ; u) + Jk (f (xt ; u))g;
u2U

(8)

 apply ut to the plant

xt+1 = f (xt ; ut)

(9)

 update the ost fun tion

Jk+1 (xt ) := r(xt ; ut ) + Jk (xt+1 )

(10)

The above steps - a tion sele tion (eq. 8), appli ation
to the plant (eq. 9) and update of the value fun tion (eq.
10) - then exa tly implement the value iteration step in
equation (6) for state xt .
Init plant x0 2 X init
Repeat f
sele t a tion
apply a tion to plant
update J g
Until stop = yes
nish ontrol trial

Fig. 1. Basi algorithm for a self-learning ontroller

Having introdu ed the basi prin iples of learning we
now ome to the question of how to formulate the original
ontrol problem within the framework of dynami programming. More pre isely, when only the ontrol target y target
is given, how to formulate the optimization problem - for
example how to hoose the immediate ost fun tion r(x; u)
- su h that both value iteration onverges and the resulting optimal poli y solves the ontrol task? In the following,
we will propose two possible frameworks and dis uss both
their advantages and problems.
The rst approa h is to formulate the ontrol problem as
the sear h for a path from an initial state to an absorbing
terminal state. Problems of this kind are named 'shortest path' problems, where 'short' here means a path with
low a umulated osts. Convergen e of the value iteration
algorithm against the optimal value fun tion then an be
shown under the following main assumptions2 :
Framework 1: event based (shortest path) s enario
1. There exists an absorbing terminal state x+ , for whi h

8u : f (x+ ; u) = x+
holds.
2. There exists a 'proper' poli y  0 , i.e. there exists an
integer m  n after whi h a terminal state is rea hed, when
poli y  0 is applied.
Thus to formulate our ontrol problem within the shortest path s enario, we have to hoose a set of terminal target
states X + , whi h ful lls

x 2 X + : jjg(x) ytargetjj < Æ:

(11)

A ontrol trial stops, whenever a state x+ is rea hed
for whi h 11 holds. Due to the stopping riterion the orresponding learning pro edure is named event based algorithm [12℄. Figure 2 shows the realization of the event
based algorithm.

The basi learning algorithm as shown in gure 1 implements the repeated appli ation of the three steps. At the
beginning of a ontrol trial, the system is assumed to be in
an arbitrary initial state. Then, a ontrol signal is sele ted
a ording to the urrent knowledge as represented by the
Init plant x0 2 X init
ost fun tion Jk (eq. 8). This a tion is applied to the plant
Repeat f
(eq. 9) and the resulting state xt+1 is observed. Now, the
sele t a tion
apply a tion to plant
new osts Jk+1 for state xt an be omputed as the sum
update J g
of observed immediate osts r(xt ; ut ) and the urrent osts
Until (xt 2 X + )
Jk of the su essor state xt+1 . This pro edure is repeated,
Jk+1 (xt ) := 0
until a ertain stopping riterion is ful lled. Then, the urevent based algorithm stops whenever a terminal state
rent ontrol trial is nished and a new trial is started. This Fig. is2.reaThe
hed.
is done until the optimal or at least a suÆ iently good pol2 for a more pre ise dis ussion of the assumptions see [5℄
i y is rea hed. By improving its estimation for the optimal

A major problem with this approa h is, that the assumption of X + being a set of absorbing terminal states is typially not true when ontrolling a real physi al system. Instead, ontrol is an ongoing task and a ertain target state
indeed an be left in the future. The event based framework
does not allow a proper treatment of this ru ial point.
A feasible solution to this problem is to add an additional
onstraint to the terminal state: the output value has to
rea h the target with a ertain slowness. Then, the ontroller may be able to keep the output at its target when
ontrol ontinuous. This obvious remedy has two major
drawba ks: rstly, additional knowledge must be used to
set up the exa t spe i ation of the target region. Se ondly,
a too autious setting might lead to the loss of optimality
of the solution.
Therefore, what we need is a framework that optimizes
the ontrol behaviour over an unlimited time period rather
than until a ertain event has o urred. This is the purpose of the xed horizon framework [12℄ whi h makes the
following assumptions:
Framework 2: xed horizon s enario
1. there exists a set of states X 0 with zero immediate osts:
8x 2 X 0 8u : r(x; u) = 0
2. for all other states immediate osts are positive: 8x 2=
X 0 8u : r(x; u) > 0
3. it is possible to ontrol the system from an arbitrary
start state to a ost-free state
4. it is possible to keep the system within the ost-free
states
Then, the following properties an be shown [14℄:
 value iteration onverges against the optimal ost fun tion:
lim Jk = J 

steps rather than after a ertain event has o urred. By
onsidering the state at time step N as a possible starting
state for a future trial, ontrol sequen es of theoreti ally
in nite length an be onsidered (for a further dis ussion
of this point see [14℄).
Init plant x0 2 X init
Repeat f
sele t a tion
apply a tion to plant
update J g
Until (t = N)
X init := X init [ fxN g

Fig. 3. The number of time-steps is the stopping riterion for the
xed horizon algorithm

E. Neural value iteration

The assumed ontinuous nature of the state spa e not
only has an in uen e on the algorithmi realization of the
value iteration pro edure, but also raises the question of
the representation of the ost fun tion. In ase of a nite
state spa e with a reasonably restri ted number of states,
a lookup table representation is an appropriate approa h.
In ase of a ontinuous state spa e, a feasible solution is to
use a fun tion approximation approa h to map the states
to their orresponding estimated osts by adapting ertain
parameters of the fun tion. In our ase we use a multilayer
per eptron neural network to approximate the ost fun tion. The input layer re eives the urrent state information xt and the output represents the estimated ost value
J (xt ), whereas the hidden nodes are used to deal with the
expe ted nonlinearities of the mapping.
The learning rule for the parameters (=weights) of the
net is governed by the value iteration formula in equation
k!1
However, when using a neural network this assignment
 for the resulting optimal poli y  there exists a 10.
annot
be implemented dire tly. Instead, the assignment

0
nonempty set X  X , for whi h
has to be expressed in terms of a minimization of an error fun tion that measures the di eren e between a tual
x 2 X  ) f (x;  (x)) 2 X 
output and the new target value. For a omplete ontrol
holds, i.e. the resulting optimal ontrol poli y   ontrols trial, the sum of errors for all the visited states must be
the system to a subset X   X 0 and permanently keeps it onsidered, i.e. the minimization term is given by
X
within that region.
Etrial :=
(J (xt ) (r(xt ; ut ) + J (xt+1 )))2 :
To formulate our ontrol problem within the xed horixt 2trial
zon framework we now have to hoose
To arry out this minimization, the weights in the nettarget
work
have to be updated a ordingly. This an be done by
r(x; u) := 0 :, jjg(x) y
jj < Æ;
using standard gradient des ent te hniques based on the
and r(x; u) > 0, else. Then, if it is possible for the on- appli ation of the ba k-propagation algorithm to ompute
troller to ontrol the output lose enough to its target value the derivatives with respe t to the error. Thus the learning
- note that su h a poli y is not assumed to be known - then rule for a single weight w is
the value iteration algorithm will onverge. The resulting
wk+1 := wk
 Ew(wk )
optimal poli y will ontrol the system su h that after a
k
ertain time t0 the output is kept permanently lose to
where
its target value. Moreover, the a umulated osts until t0
are minimized. Thus the optimal poli y exa tly ful lls the
1  (Jk (xt ) r(xt ; ut ) Jk 1 (xt+1 ))2
E (wk )
requirement as expressed in equation 2.
=
wk
2
wk
The respe tive algorithm - alled the xed horizon algorithm - is shown in gure 3. During training, ea h ontrol
Jk (xt )
(Jk (xt ) r(xt ; ut ) Jk 1 (xt+1 )):
=
trial is stopped after a prede ned xed number N of time
wk

What ru ially distinguishes this learning rule from the
supervised learning ase, is that here, the target value is not
given externally, but a part of it is omputed by the neural
net itself. Due to this tri ky relation between temporal
related state evaluations, this spe ial type of learning is
alled Temporal Di eren e (TD)-learning [15℄.

an not be omputed dire tly, but rst the optimal a tion
must be determined. However, this is just a matter of
implementation and does not at all onstitute a on eptual
di eren e.
To summarize, the above framework allows a omplete
renun iation of a system model within the ontroller ar hite ture. This is a hieved by hanging the representation
F. Model based and model free approa h
of the estimated osts as being omputed out of state/ a In the original value iteration formula (eq. 6) the sys- tion information rather than on state information alone.
tem's transfer fun tion f is assumed to be known to update The underlying learning prin iple - realizing a value itthe ost value for a ertain state x. In ontrast to that, the eration during ontrol to approximate the optimal value
update of the value fun tion within the RTDP framework fun tion - is exa tly the same in both ases. The term
(eq. 10) is instead based on the observation of the su - Q representation might stress this di eren e more preessor state xt+1 that results when the sele ted a tion has isely than the ommonly used term Q learning3
Clearly, the advantage of not assuming a system model
been applied to the system. Thus the system itself is used
to ' ompute' f and therefore f must not be known to de- is paid by a more omplex learning problem. An obvious
termine the update. Unfortunately, the knowledge about reason for this is that now, the Q fun tion must express
f is still used at another pla e: to determine the optimal both the dire t onsequen es of an a tion and its future
expe ted osts, whereas in a model based framework, the
a tion by evaluating potential su essor states (eq. 8).
A tri ky solution of this problem proposed by Watkins dire t onsequen e - i.e. the resulting su essor state - is
[16℄ is to hoose another representation of the value fun - omputed by the model and thus the overall task is split
tion. Instead of evaluating states, the idea here is to eval- into two separate jobs.
uate state/a tion pairs, i.e. to use a mapping

G. Additional issues

Q : (X ; U ) 7! <:
Here, Q denotes the fun tion that estimates the expe ted
a umulated osts, if an a tion u was applied in state x.
Hen e the above framework is alled Q-learning. The underlying idea of gradually approximating the optimal value
fun tion based on the value iteration pro edure remains exa tly the same as in the original framework where the ost
fun tion Jk omputes the estimated umulated osts for
ea h state. The relationship between the Q fun tion and
the previous value fun tion J is given by

J (x) = min
fQ(x; u)g:
u

(12)

Using this relation, the a tion sele tion part and the
adaptation part of the basi learning pro edure (se tion
II-C) an now be reformulated without the use of a model
f:

 sele t an a tion ut

ut = arg minfQ(xt ; u)g
u2U

(13)

 update the ost fun tion

Qk+1 (xt 1 ; ut 1 ) := r(xt 1 ; ut 1 ) + Qk (xt ; ut )

(14)

 apply ut to the plant

xt+1 = f (xt ; ut)

(15)

Note that in the above setting, the order of the three
steps has been hanged and that the value of xt 1 ; ut 1 is
now updated instead of the value for xt as in the ase of
pure state evaluation. This is due to the fa t, that using the
Q representation the expe ted osts of the su essor state

The above se tions explain the main underlying ideas
and prin iples of the self-learning ontrol ar hite ture.
However, in order to get it to work, some additional aspe ts have to be onsidered.
G.1 Exploration
In the above framework, the ontrol signal ut is determined by always sele ting the a tion that minimizes the
expe ted osts. If we ould guarantee, that the urrent estimation for the a umulated osts always underestimates
the optimal osts, this would be a perfe t strategy to eventually nd the optimal path. But sin e we are using a
neural network to represent the ost fun tion the underestimation annot be assured be ause due to interpolation
and generalization e e ts the hange of the ost value for
one state has unpredi table in uen e on the evaluation of
other states. Thus an extra me hanism must be provided
that allows some exploration of the solution spa e in order
to be sure to nd an optimal solution.
In our framework, this is done by adding the value of an
equally distributed random variable  to the neurally omputed a umulated osts before the a tion is determined.
Thus the a tion sele tion step be omes

ut = arg minfr(xt ; u) + Jk (f (xt ; u)) +  g;
u2U
where  takes random values in the range of [0 : : :  ℄ and 
is a parameter of the learning pro edure. The heuristi idea
behind this is that if the values of the ost fun tion be ome
more and more distin t for possible sele tions in ourse
of learning, the in uen e of the random term gradually
3 The original Q-learning formulation is more general by additionally
realizing a sto hasti approximation to deal with sto hasti dynami
systems.

de reases and the ontroller follows more and more the
urrent optimal poli y represented by Jk .

The sto hasti version of the value iteration is then given
by

G.2 State representation
8x 2 X : Jk+1 (x) := min
E fr(x; u) + Jk (f (x; u; w))g:
Up to now, we formulated the approa h as a typi al state
u w
spa e ontroller, that omputes its ontrol signal depend(16)
ing on the urrent state information xt . This assumes,
that the ve tor of state variables xt an be ompletely ob- H. The basi stru ture
served. For real physi al systems, this is typi ally not true;
instead only partial and/ or transformed information about
the system's state is available in terms of the ve tor of observed sensor variables yt = g (xt ). In onventional ontrol
U(xt )
theory therefore the on ept of an observer has been developed, that omputes an estimation of the urrent state
based on the sequen e of observations of the output of the x
u
Evaluation
Select
t
system. However, observer design requires the knowledge t
V(x)
Exploration
of the system's equations and thus annot be applied in the
Q(x,u)
Model
framework of a self-learning ontroller.
xt+1 =h(x t ,u)
Fortunately, the neural ontroller is not based on an analyti al des ription of system behaviour, and thus it is onsequently not dependent on a ertain xed representation
of the system's state. The ru ial point is that the state
x
u
Controller
Plant
information is somehow re e ted in the input to the ontroller.
One possible su h representation of system's state is the
Fig. 4. Stru ture of the self-learning ontrol ar hite ture
ve tor of past measurements of sensor variables and ontrol signals whi h is motivated by the ARMA or NARMA
The stru ture of the basi ontrol ar hite ture re e ts
approa h to model dynami al systems. Thus we might rep- the algorithmi onsiderations as presented in the previous
resent the state x^ in an alternative form,
se tions ( gure 4). The ontroller re eives as an input the
urrent state xt and omputes the urrently best ontrol
x^t := (yt ; yt 1 ; : : : ; yt n ; ut 1; : : : ; ut m);
signal ut . The available ontrol de isions are determined
by the a tion set U (x). To make a de ision, the onsewith m; n being some onstants depending on the order
quen es of all a tions are evaluated using the estimated ost
of the system. A ordingly, the ost fun tion now maps
fun tion represented by a neural network. To ompute the
the alternative state representation to its ost value
osts, two alternative approa hes are possible resulting in
a
model-based or a model-free ar hite ture as dis ussed in
J^(^x) : X^ 7! <:
se tion II-F. In general, the a tion leading to the minimal
expe ted osts is sele ted as a ontrol signal, but during
Clearly, J^ may onsiderably di er depending on di erent
the training phase, random deviations from this poli y are
representations of the system's state xt , but as long as the
exe uted in order to allow a good exploration of interesting
omplete state information is aptured, the basi prin iples
regions in state spa e.
remain una e ted.
III. Extending the basi ar hite ture
G.3 Sto hasti systems
To give an overview of the basi prin iples, the above A. Generating ontinuous ontrol signals: the DOE approa h
des riptions were given for the ase of the optimal ontrol
of a deterministi system. It is worth noting however, that
Within the basi framework the ontrol signal u is dethe approa h an be straightforward extended to sto hasti termined by sele ting one alternative ontrol a tion out of
systems, where the system equation be omes
the nite set of admissible a tions U (x) (equation 8). Although this pro edure has the advantage of a simple and
xt+1 = f (xt ; ut ; wt ):
eÆ ient determination of the ontrol signal, it also poses
some problems:
Here, wt des ribes some random noise that obeys a er-  if no a priori knowledge about the system to be ontrolled
tain probability distribution. In the sto hasti ase, the is known, it is diÆ ult to spe ify a set of appropriate ontrol
optimization goal is to minimize the expe ted optimal osts signals in advan e.
 additionally, the set of appropriate a tions may depend
1
X

on the state, whi h further aggravates the problem of
J (x0 ) := min Ew r(xt ; (xt )):
2
hoosing U (x).
t=0
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Integrates the in oming signal over time. This DOE may
be used to produ e a wide range of amplitudes out of three
(or more) basi a tions (in rease, de rease, no hange).
 integrating with additional low pass- lter

_ (t) + T (t) = u(t)

B

Fig. 5. DOE approa h: The ontroller onsists of the ombination
of the basi ar hite ture and a dynami output element (DOE)
(line B). The ontrol signal  is determined by the output of the
DOE. From the viewpoint of the basi neural ontroller, it has to
ontrol the ombined system of DOE and plant (line A).

Integrates the in oming signal over time and smoothes the
signal by an additional lter omponent. This DOE may
be used to produ e a smooth ontrol signal with varying
amplitudes out of three (or more) basi a tions (in rease,
de rease, no hange)
The spe ial quality of the DOE approa h lies in the fa t,
 ea h additional a tion in the a tion set drasti ally inthat
the need for a ne and appropriate set of ontrol sigreases the number of possible poli ies and thus renders
nals is not realized by a ner resolution of the a tion set.
the optimization problem onsiderably more diÆ ult.
The DOE-approa h proposed in [13℄ - DOE stands for Instead, by the use of a DOE the determination of apdynami output element - aims at dealing with the above propriate ontrol signals be omes itself a dynami ontrol
problems while preserving the favorable properties of the problem - whi h an elegantly be solved within the basi
basi framework. The idea is to extend the basi ontrol framework. Thus the ontroller an learn to produ e onar hite ture by putting an extra dynami element at the trol signals of appropriate amplitude by itself.
output of the original ontroller. Therewith, the output
IV. Exploring the basi
apabilities
of the basi ontroller - whi h is the a tion sele ted out of
U (x) - is not dire tly used as a ontrol signal to the plant, The following experiments show how the self-learning
but instead used as an input to the DOE.
ontroller behaves on a typi al ontrol task. The task is
The DOE itself has dynami properties that an be arbi- to ontrol the output of a se ond-order dynami al system
trarily spe i ed by the designer. The ontrol signal, that is starting from arbitrary initial states to a prede ned target
applied to the plant, is now determined by the output value value. The system behaviour is assumed to be unknown
 of the DOE. That means, the ontrol signal is no longer to the self-learning neural ontroller. We will parti ularly
determined by the sele ted a tion dire tly, but moreover by fo us on three important issues: a) requirements of the
the sequen e of the sele ted a tions that produ es a ontrol learning system b) training time and ) quality of the a signal depending on the dynami behaviour of the DOE.
quired poli y. Therefore, the nal performan e of the learnFigure 5 shows the s hemati working prin iple of the ing ontroller is ompared to an analyti ally derived linear
DOE ar hite ture. When looking at the entire system from ontrol law - whi h in ontrast assumes the knowledge of
the viewpoint of the basi ar hite ture as de ned in se tion the system's equations.
II (line A), then the overall system that must be ontrolled
The input to both ontrollers onsists of the urrent state
now onsists of a omposition of DOE and plant. Thus whi h for the onsidered se ond-order system is
the system state now is extended by the urrent state of
dy(t)
the DOE. Note that besides the hange of the dynami al
):
x(t) = (y(t);
dt
system to be ontrolled nothing else has happened from
the viewpoint of the basi ar hite ture. Thus the basi
A ontrol signal is applied to the plant every 4 = 0:05
prin iples of a tion sele tion and learning (as des ribed in se onds. As a design onstraint, the ontrol signalt should
se tion II) remain un hanged.
lie between 1:5. The task for the ontroller is to qui kly
When looking at the s ene from the viewpoint of the rea h the target output value y target = 0 and to keep this
ontrolled plant (line B), the ontrol signal now is generated value as exa tly as possible. To ompare the performan e
from the DOE, whi h thus be ame part of the ontroller. of the respe tive ontrollers we thus measure the average
Although DOEs with arbitrary dynami behaviour may time when the output deviates from y target by more than
be realized, three basi types are of spe ial interest:
a tolerated value of 0.01
 low pass- lter

P :=

(t) + T _ (t) = u(t)
Changes in the in oming signal u are transferred with some
delay T . This DOE may be used to produ e ontrol signals
with small amplitudes when the amplitude of the input
signal os illates with a high frequen y.

where
(t) :=



ZT
0

1 ; if jy (t)
0 ; else

(t)dt

ytarget j > 0:01

averaged over 100 ontrol trials with random initial onditions
100
X
Pi :
P = 1=100
i=0
1.5

B. The self-learning neural ontroller
B.1 A model-free ontroller trained by the xed horizon
-algorithm
The xed horizon learning framework as proposed in se tion II-D allows to spe ify the onsidered ontrol task dire tly by the hoi e of the immediate ost fun tion r(x; u).
For it is our goal to rea h and permanently keep the target
value y target as fast as possible, we set

u(t),y(t)

1

r(x; u) :=

0.5
0



0 ; if jy (t)j < 0:05
0:002 ; else

Note that outside a ertain target interval, the immediate
ost fun tion takes a onstant value of 0.002 inde-1
pendently of the respe tive state or a tion. Optimizing
-1.5
the a umulated osts during a ontrol trial then means
0
1
2
3
4
5
Time(s)
that we try to redu e the number of time steps outside
the target interval and thus will result in a time optimal
Fig. 6. Plant output (solid line) ontrolled by the linear ontroller.
ontrol behaviour. Other hoi es of r would for example
The dotted line shows the ontrol signal.
prefer ontrol signals with lower amplitudes instead of energy onsuming high amplitude ontrols.
A. The analyti al ontroller
The design restri tion of the ontrol signals u to lie in
a
ertain range an be easily ful lled within the proposed
The analyti al ontroller is designed a ording to the
4
self-learning
framework by allowing only admissible a tions
LQR prin iple, i.e. we are looking for a linear ontrol law
to be applied, i.e. to hoose the a tion set U a ordingly.
In the following, we onsider three di erent a tion sets U =
u(t) = R x(t)
f1g, U = f1; 0g, U = f1; 0:1; 0g.
We assume a total la k of a priori system knowledge
that minimizes the quadrati temporal ost fun tion
meaning
that no system model is available to the ontroller.
Z1
This requires to represent the estimated ost fun tion as
T
T
x Qx + u Su dt:
JLQR =
a Q-fun tion that onsiders state/ a tion - pairs as the
0
input rather than a potential su essor state (see se tion
Q and S are a positive semide nite and a positive de - II-F). The neural network that approximates the estimated
nite matrix respe tively that have to be hosen by the de- a umulated osts thus has 3 input neurons - two for the
signer, su h that the ontrol obje tives are ful lled. Here urrent state and one for the ontrol a tion. We further use
they were hosen su h that on one side the output tar- one hidden layer with 10 units and a single output neuron.
get is qui kly rea hed and on the other side the ontrol At the beginning of training, the weights in the network
signals stay within the allowed range. The ontrol ve tor are randomly initialized. When the initialized network is
R is derived by the Ri ati approa h, whi h assumes the used to determine the ontrol a tion a ording to equation
knowledge of the linear system equations.
8, this results in an arbitrary initial poli y.
-0.5

TABLE I
ontroller

linear LQR-Controller
P
trials realtime
linear LQR 0.773
-

2.5

2
costs

Performan e of the linear analyti

1.5

1

0.5
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
The performan e of the ontroller with respe t to the
sequence no.
above de ned performan e measure is shown in table I.
The value P = 0:773 means that for 100 di erent ontrol Fig. 7. De rease of the average osts per ontrol trial (= time to
rea h the target) of the neural ontroller with in reasing trial
trials with random initial disturban es, in average the outnumber.
put equals the target value after about 0.77 se onds. Figure
6 shows the behaviour of the un ontrolled system and the
Training the ontroller means the repeated exe ution of
behaviour of the system output (solid line) when ontrolled
ontrol trials, where the ontrol signal is determined by
by the linear ontroller.
the use of the urrent neural ost fun tion Jk . The ob4 linear quadrati regulator
servations are used to update the osts Jk+1 for the states

1.5
1
u(t),y(t)

observed during ontrol (se tion II-C). When training with
the xed horizon algorithm, ea h trial ends after a ertain
time period, whi h is set to 4 se onds here. Then a new
trial with a new random initial disturban e is started.
In the rst experiment, two a tions are allowed for ontrol, namely u = 1. The learning progress is shown in
gure 7. At the beginning, no knowledge is available to
the ontroller, whi h a ordingly fails to ontrol the system resulting in a bad value of the performan e measure.
After about 600 trials (whi h orresponds to 2400 se onds
in real-time and about 30 se onds, if a omputer simulation is used) the ontrol performan e is already satisfa tory
(P = 1:025) and after 1600 trials the neural ontroller has
about the same performan e as the analyti al linear ontroller (P = 0:75). However, the ontroller showed its best
performan e after 9000 trials (=36000 se onds in real time).
The obtained performan e of P = 0:500 learly beats the
linear ontroller - the neural ontroller is in average 1:5
times as fast as the linear one.
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Fig. 8. 3-a tion neural ontroller. Output of the system (solid line)
and ontrol signal (dotted line).

by an appropriate sele tion of the a tion set U
 the omplete la k of a priori knowledge must be ompensated by a onsiderable amount of training ontrol trials
 a satisfa tory poli y an often be found relatively early

B.2 Using a model
As dis ussed in se tion II-F if a model of system beTABLE II
haviour
is available, that an be used to determine the onePerforman e of the model-free neural ontroller
step onsequen es of an a tion, then it suÆ es to learn a
mapping from states to their respe tive a umulated osts.
xed horizon neural ontrol
The reason why we might apply learning if a model of the
P
trials realtime
system is already available, is that the model des ription
U = f 1; 1g
0.500 9 000 36 000 s
might be in a form, that is impossible to be ta kled analytiU = f1; 0g
0.582 45 000 180 000 s
ally. For example, we might use a neural network that was
U = f1; 0:1; 0g 0.575 60 000 240 000 s
trained by examples to obtain a one-step model of system
behaviour, or onsider a physi al des ription that ontains
some severe nonlinearities that make analyti al ontroller
Table II summarizes the training results when di erent design intra table or at least very ostly.
sets of admissible a tions are assumed. Training time onIn the following, we assume a model that omputes the
siderably in reases with the number of available a tions. su essor state, if a andidate a tion was applied. This
This may be explained by two reasons. First, the omplex- su essor state is the input for the neural ost fun tion,
ity of the sear h for an optimal solution path drasti ally whi h a ordingly has only two input units. Beside a minor
in reases with the number of available a tions in ea h de i- hange in the order of the internal ontroller omputation
sion step. Se ondly, in the model-free ase, the a tion is a steps (se tion II-C), the remaining issues are the same as
dire t input to the network and the more values this input in the model-free ase as dis ussed above.
an take, the more ompli ated it be omes for the neural
TABLE III
network to nd weights to distinguish between them. The
Performan e of the model-based neural ontroller
results of the model-based ontroller shown later stress this
argumentation. A hint for the problem of the growing omplexity of the sear h spa e is the fa t, that the 3- and 5xed horizon model-based neural ontrol
a tion ontroller are doing very well but do not ompletely
P
trials realtime
rea h the performan e of the 2-a tion ontroller - although
U = f 1; 1g
0.450 24 000 96 000 s
they learly would have the possibility to do so. Figure
U = f1; 0g
0.450 27 000 108 000 s
8 shows the ontrol poli y (dotted line) and the resulting
U = f1; 0:1; 0g 0.475 25 000 100 000 s
system output (solid line) of the 3-a tion neural ontroller.
The ontroller has learned a sophisti ated balan e between
the available a tions to qui kly rea h the output target
The results are shown in table III. Remarkably, the
while arefully avoiding overshooting.
performan e of the model-free ontroller (table II) ould
To summarize, the above experiment with the model-free be slightly improved - the use of a model here obviously
ontrol ar hite ture trained by the xed horizon algorithm makes the sear h for an optimal solution easier. Se ondly,
shows the following
the number of trials that are needed to nd the nal poli y
 the self-learning neural ontroller an learn without any are quite independent of the number of admissible a tions.
For example in the ase of ve a tions, the number of traina priori knowledge about the system's equations
 the trained ontroller a hieves a very high ontrol quality ing trials is redu ed by more than a half ompared to the
 onstraints on the ontrol signals an be easily ful lled model-free approa h.

To summarize the results of the model-based approa h,
 if available, a system model an onsiderably help to simplify the learning problem
 the model need not be in an analyti ally tra table form
B.3 Learning with the event based algorithm
When training the neural ontroller by the use of the
event based algorithm, ea h ontrol trial ends after a ertain terminal state x 2 X + is rea hed. As already pointed
out in se tion II-D, the terminal region X + has to be arefully hosen, su h that an overshooting of the output target
in the appli ation ase an be avoided. For the following experiment, a ontrol trial is su essfully terminated, if both
the output is lose to its target jy j < 0:05 and its temporal hange is suÆ iently small jy_ j < 1:0. The resulting
ontrol poli y (table IV) shows a good performan e. It
was learned after 36 000 ontrol trials, whi h seems rather
large ompared to the results of the xed horizon algorithm. Note however, that the average time of a ontrol
trial is about 4 times shorter, be ause it is stopped, whenever X + is rea hed.
TABLE IV
Performan e of the event based neural

ontroller

event based neural ontrol
P
trials realtime
+
X = f0:05; 1g 0.550 36 000 40 000 s
To summarize,

 the event based algorithm allows to learn an appropriate
ontrol poli y
 it needs additional onstraints on the target region
 the average length of a ontrol trial be omes shorter as
training pro eeds

B.4 State Representation
As dis ussed in se tion II-G.2 the information about the
urrent system's state xt is typi ally not available. What
is available instead, is the information about the history
of observed outputs y (t); y (t 1); : : : and ontrol signals
u(t); u(t 1); : : :. In the following experiment we show,
that information omputed out of past observations is sufient to learn ontrol of the onsidered se ond order system. Again, we assume a model-free ar hite ture trained
by the xed horizon approa h as in se tion IV-B.1 that now
re eives as an input the ve tor x^ := fy; 4y g where

4y(t) := y(t) 4y(t
t

1)

:

As shown in table V, the ontroller a hieves about the
same performan e as with the original representation - but
now the state information is only omputed with the knowledge of past output values.
For higher order dynami al systems one would onsider
output values that rea h longer in the past or provide extra
information about previous ontrol signals. To determine

TABLE V
Alternative state representation

xed horizon neural ontrol using alternative input
P
trials
realtime
x^ = (y(t); 4y(t)) 0.550 6 000
24 000 s
the appropriate ontrol input ve tor it is favorable to know
something about the order of the dynami s of the system.
If nothing is known, one should rather try to provide more
information than a tually needed, be ause in reasonable
ranges, redundant information would not harm the learning
pro ess but positively in uen e it. To summarize,
 in ontrast to analyti al state spa e ontrollers, no observer is needed to ompute an estimation for the urrent
state variables
 the ontroller an learn with state information omputed
out of past observed output values and past ontrol signals
B.5 Nonlinearities and Robustness
The onsidered se ond order dynami al system an be
ontrolled with a good quality both by the neural and by
the linear ontroller. In the following we want to show,
what happens in the ase of an o urren e of a nonlinearity. To demonstrate this, we assume a nonlinear transformation of the ontrol signal (hammerstein-model), whi h
typi ally appears in real plants due to physi al e e ts and
onstraints of the plant.
TABLE VI
nonlinearities

dealing with nonlinearities
P
trials realtime
neural/ nonlinear 0.450 10 000 40 000 s
neural/ linear
0.450
0
0s
linear LQR
1.723
The rst line in table VI shows the performan e of a
model-free self-learning ontroller when trained to ontrol
the nonlinear system. Both training time and performan e
are omparable to the previous results on the linear system.
Interestingly, the neural ontroller that was trained on the
linear system, also perfe tly manages to ontrol the nonlinear system without any further adaptation (se ond line
in table VI). This demonstrates the impressive robustness
of the ontroller against hanges in the system behaviour.
However, the analyti al LQR ontroller that was tailored
to the linear system drasti ally loses performan e when the
unmodelled nonlinearity o urs (third line in table VI).
To summarize,
 the neural ontroller an deal with nonlinearities without
on eptual hanges
 it is robust to hanges in system behaviour

B.6 Changing the ontrol interval 4t
A ommon way in ontroller design is to develop a ontroller under the assumption that the ontrol signal an
ontinuously vary in time. In pra ti e, this is only true,
if analog omponents are used to implement the ontrol
law. If the ontrol algorithm is implemented on a digital system, the ontrol signal is only updated at dis rete
steps. The time between two su eeding steps, the ontrol
interval 4t , is preferably hosen to be small enough, that a
'quasi- ontinuous' ontrol behaviour is a hieved. However,
in some ases the ontrol interval an not be hosen suÆiently small - for example if the pro essor is too slow to
do the required omputations in time. Then, a ontroller
that stabilizes the system in the (quasi-) ontinuous ase,
an suddenly show instable behaviour.
For the onsidered se ond order system the above effe t an be observed, when the ontrol interval is set to
4t = 0:5s - ten times as long as the original ontrol interval 4t = 0:05. The rst two lines in table VII do ument the bad performan e of both the linear ontroller
and the neural ontroller trained with a ontrol interval of
4t = 0:05s. Both ontrollers now show instable behaviour.
The question now is, if the neural ontroller an learn an
appropriate poli y, when it only is allowed to hange the
ontrol signal every 0:5s. Table VII shows some interesting
e e ts. Firstly, the neural ontroller learns to deal with the
situation - from an operating point of view, it now observes
a system that is di erent from the previous one, but sin e it
learns to ontrol the system it observes, this makes no oneptual di eren e. Se ondly, its performan e signi antly
improves when it is allowed to apply a larger variety of
ontrol signals. Thus the problems that arise with a oarse
resolution in time an be ompensated to some extent by
a ner resolution of the provided ontrol signals.
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Fig. 9. Learned neural ontrol behaviour when the ontrol interval
is set to 4t = 0:5s for the 3-a tion and the 7-a tion ontroller

TABLE VII
Enlarging the time step

4t = 0:5s

U

linear LQR
neural/ 4t = 0:05
U = f1; 0g
U = f1; 0:1; 0g
= f1; 0:5; 0:1; 0g

P
8.45
7.8
4.370
2.070
1.06

4t

trials
21 000
48 000
58 000

realtime
84 000 s
192 000 s
232 000 s

This e e t is shown in gure 9. The above diagram shows
the behaviour of a 3-a tion ontroller. It applies a tion -1
for two ontrol steps (1s) and then sele ts u = 0. This
results in a os illation of the output. The se ond gure
shows the same situation for the 7-a tion ontroller. It
also sele ts u = 1 for 1 se ond, but then it additionally
applies u = 0:1 for 1 se ond and u = +0:1 for another 0.5
se onds before it sele ts u = 0. This strategy suppresses
the os illations far better.
To summarize,
 the neural ontroller an learn to deal with di erent ontrol intervals
 a redu ed resolution of the ontrol interval an be ompensated to some extent by a ner resolution of the a tion
set
V. Example appli ations

A. Control of a hemi al rea tor
The ontrol of a hemi al plant represents a hallenging
ben hmark for nonlinear ontroller design. The task an be
shortly des ribed as follows (for a detailed des ription see
[8℄): In a rea tor there is a hemi al substan e with on entration x1 . The substan e hemi ally rea ts with the uid
in the rea tor in an energy-emitting de ay pro ess. This
leads to a raise of the temperature x2 in the rea tor. On
the other hand, the temperature x2 in uen es the rate of
de ay of the substan e. Thus we observe two highly intera ting pro esses of on entration and temperature oupled
via a nonlinear fun tion (x1 ; x2 ):

x_1 = a1 x1 + (x1 ; x2 )
x_2 = a21 x2 + a22 (x1 ; x2 ) + b u

(x1 ; x2 ) = (1 x1 ) k0 e 1+x2

(17)

The task is to ontrol the rea tor from an initial working
point (x1 ; x2 )init = (0:42; 0:01) to a new working point
(x1 ; x2 )target = (0:75; 0:05). The behavior of the pro ess
an be in uen ed by applying external heating or ooling.
Only the temperature inside the rea tor, the state variable
x2 , an be measured. Thus the input to the ontroller
onsists of the di eren e between the urrent temperature
x2 (t) and the target temperature xtarget
:
2

dx2 (t) := x2 (t) xtarget
:
2

B. Self-learning neural ontrol

0.05
u

r(x; u) :=



0 ; if jx2 (t)
0:002 ; else

xtarget
j<Æ ;
2

where Æ = 0:01 de nes the range of the maximum allowed
toleran e between output and target value. The minimization of onstant immediate osts in ase of a larger deviation from the target value leads to the learning of a time
optimal ontrol law. We further assume, that there is no
detailed a priori knowledge available about the appropriate
size of the ontrol signals. Thus we use the DOE extension
of the basi neural ontroller as proposed in se tion III-A.
In parti ular, a DOE with integrating low-pass ltering behaviour is used. The basi ontrol ar hite ture an hoose
between three ontrol de isions U = f+0:01; 0:01; 0g
whi h by putting it through the DOE, leads a ordingly
to an in rease or de rease of the resulting ontrol signal.
Thus the ontroller additionally has to learn to produ e
appropriate amplitudes of the ontrol signals.
Figure 10 shows the temporal behaviour of the temperature of the ontrolled plant when ontrolled with three
di erent ontrollers. Clearly, the linear ontroller behaves
worst, by drasti ally overshooting the target temperature.
The nonlinear ontroller, that was arefully designed by
making use of a detailed knowledge of the system equations [8℄ shows a drasti ally improved behaviour ompared
to the linear ontroller, justifying the onsiderable design
e ort. Interestingly, the neural ontroller, that has learned
the ontrol law by itself, still performs better than the nonlinear ontroller in terms of a redu ed overshooting and by
faster rea hing the nal target value.
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Fig. 10. Control of a nonlinear hemi al rea tor - omparison of
analyti al linear and nonlinear ontroller design and the selflearning neural ontroller.

As shown in gure 11, the ontroller has learned to use
the fa ilities provided by the DOE to produ e a smooth
ontrol signal with a varying amplitude that is tailored to
the requirements of the nonlinear pro ess.

-0.05
u

Training the neural ontroller is based on the xed horizon algorithm (se tion II-D) whi h assumes, that the ontrol target is spe i ed in terms of the immediate ost fun tion r(x; u). For the ontrol task is to rea h a new target
temperature of xtarget
= 0:05. we set
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Fig. 11. Control signal produ ed by the DOE ontroller out of three
basi a tions

Fig. 12. Double inverted pendulum system

C. Double inverted pendulum
While for the single inverted pendulum many ontrollers
- analyti al and 'intelligent' ones - have been proposed in
the past, far less approa hes are published for the problem
of balan ing two poles mounted on a art ( gure 12). This
may be explained by the fa t, that even the qualitative
des ription of the dynami relationship between the movement of ea h pole and the movement of the art is not quite
obvious for a human observer. Thus an approa h that is
based on a deeper human insight into the system behaviour
- as required for example by a fuzzy ontrol approa h - will
run into severe problems.
From a te hni al point of view, the double inverted pendulum is an instable single input, multiple output system,
with the a eleration of the art being the ontrol input
and the position of the art and the angles of the two poles
being the three outputs to be ontrolled. The ontrol task
onsidered here is to ontrol the system from an initial
disturban e to a stable state, where the two poles stand
upright (1 = 2 = 0) and additionally, the art is pla ed
in the middle of the tra k (s = 0). We allow the ontroller to use three ontrol signals U = f 15N; 15N; 0g
orresponding to an a eleration to the left, to the right
and no a eleration at all.
C.1 Self-learning neural ontrol
For training of the neural ontroller the xed horizon
algorithm is used. This means, that the given ontrol target is expressed in terms of the immediate ost fun tion
r(x; u). Comparable to previous experiments, we set the
immediate osts to be zero, if ea h of the three output values is temporarily lose to its target value. In all other

Angle 1,2 (degree)

ases, onstant immediate osts o ur. As dis ussed earlier, this leads to a time optimal poli y. In this ase, this
means, that the time until all three outputs are zero has
to be minimized - thus an appropriate ontrol poli y has
to onsider its impa t on all three output variables simultaneously. For example a modular ontrol strategy that
rstly will ontrol the upper angle, then the lower angle
and nally will move the art towards the middle will be
very likely to be not the optimal poli y in this ase. As we
will see, the neural ontroller indeed learns a poli y where
all three outputs rea h their target value nearly simultaneously - whi h obviously seems to be a very well but also a
quite sophisti ated poli y.
As a novelty, here we additionally have to deal with the
possibility of a ' rash' of the instable system - namely if
the poles have fallen down (j1;2 j > 90o ) or the art hits
the boundary of the tra k (jsj > 1:0m). In this ase, the
trial is immediately stopped, and the target value of the
neural ost fun tion is set to a maximum value.
The neural network that was used to learn the ost fun tion onsists of 6 input, 30 hidden units and a single output unit. Training was started with randomly initialized
weights - a priori no knowledge about an appropriate strategy was given. After 49 000 trials the best poli y was found.
Figures 13 and 14 give some feeling for the diÆ ulty of
the ontrol task by showing the sophisti ated poli y that
the neural ontroller was able to learn from s rat h: First,
the art is shortly a elerated towards the middle, resulting
in an in rease of the lower angle 1 . Then after about
0.2 se onds it is immediately a elerated in the opposite
dire tion, until both angles have approximately the same
de lination towards the middle of the tra k. Finally, the
art is again a elerated towards the middle position, and
therewith eventually rea hes its goal of two upright poles
and the art being pla ed in the middle of the tra k.
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the sophisti ated poli y that the neural ontroller learned from s rat h
VI. Con lusions

The arti le presents on epts for a self-learning neural
ontrol ar hite ture that is able to learn high quality ontrol behaviour when only the ontrol target is spe i ed.
In ru ial ontrast to analyti al ontroller design the ontrol poli y is not analyti ally derived from a system model,
but instead is dire tly learned by intera ting with the system itself. No knowledge about the system's equation is
assumed a priori. This has three main advantages: Firstly,
the expense of ontroller design is taken away from the human expert and is done automati ally by a ma hine. Se ondly, by not depending on a ertain mathemati al des ription of the system behaviour, the self-learning approa h is
appli able to a broad range of systems - as shown in the
examples of a nonlinear hemi al rea tor or the simultaneous ontrol of multi outputs in the ase of the double
inverted pendulum. Finally, the ontrol poli y is dire tly
tailored to the system that is ontrolled, rather than to an
approximate model of it. Therefore the self-learning ontroller may ope with e e ts, that are too diÆ ult to model
or too diÆ ult to handle analyti ally.
The assumption of omplete la k of a priori knowledge leads to a rather large amount of training experien e
needed until the ontroller learned an optimal ontrol poli y. Although there are situations, where we might a ord
long training times, this restri ts the general appli ability of the approa h. Further work in this area is needed
to a elerate the underlying learning me hanisms. Also, a
ombination of onventional te hniques and the proposed
neural approa h might lead to a better treatment of stability issues at least to a ertain degree.
Another very promising way is to in orporate a priori
knowledge as far as available. This may be both system
knowledge, that an be used in a model-based ontroller,
and ontrol knowledge. The integration of a priori ontrol knowledge is the subje t of a urrent resear h proje t,
alled the Fynesse approa h - where we ombine fuzzy
and neural methods in a hybrid ar hite ture.
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